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Speak|Easy

Uses public
transportation

Speaks more
than one
language

Celebrates a
holiday you

don't
celebrate

Holds an
advanced

degree

Concerned
with extreme

weather
changes

Rode a bus to
school

Mystified by
social cues Drives a car

Has changed
something

about
themselves

to fit in

Had a cell
phone in

middle school

Finds it
difficult to

focus at times

Has lived in a
different
country

Speak|Easy
Free Space

Comes from
an urban

area

Comes from a
rural area

Works hard
to love their

body

Cooks their
own meals

Has served
in the

military

Previously
went by a
different

name

Grew up in an
unconventional

home

Their friends
are closer to
them than

family

Played with
neighborhood
children as a

kid

Speaks with
an accent
different

from yours 
 

Identifies
strongly with

a political
party

Works more
than one job

Speak|Easy

Recycles
religiously

Concerned
with extreme

weather
changes

Rode a bus to
school

Speaks with
an accent
different

from yours 
 

Cooks their
own meals

Drives a car
Speaks more

than one
language

Comes from
an urban area

Uses public
transportation

Previously
went by a
different

name

Works more
than one job

Holds an
advanced

degree
Speak|Easy

Free Space

Had a cell
phone in
middle
school

Mystified by
social cues

Identifies
strongly with a
political party

Their friends
are closer to
them than

family

Finds it
difficult to

focus at times

Has lived in a
different
country

Celebrates a
holiday you

don't
celebrate

Grew up in an
unconventional

home

Has served
in the

military

Played with
neighborhood
children as a

kid

Comes from
a rural area

Has changed
something

about
themselves

to fit in
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Speak|Easy

Drives a car

Their friends
are closer to
them than

family

Mystified by
social cues

Speaks more
than one
language

Works hard
to love their

body

Has served in
the military

Has changed
something

about
themselves

to fit in

Played with
neighborhood
children as a

kid

Identifies
strongly with

a political
party

Speaks with
an accent
different

from yours 
 

Recycles
religiously

Celebrates a
holiday you

don't
celebrate

Speak|Easy
Free Space

Holds an
advanced

degree

Previously
went by a
different

name

Rode a bus to
school

Works more
than one job

Concerned
with extreme

weather
changes

Has lived in
a different

country

Uses public
transportation

Grew up in an
unconventional

home

Cooks their
own meals

Finds it
difficult to

focus at times

Comes from
an urban

area

Had a cell
phone in
middle
school

Speak|Easy

Recycles
religiously

Comes from
an urban

area

Works hard
to love their

body

Finds it
difficult to

focus at
times

Grew up in an
unconventional

home

Speaks more
than one
language

Concerned
with extreme

weather
changes

Has lived in
a different

country

Celebrates a
holiday you

don't
celebrate

Has served in
the military

Played with
neighborhood
children as a

kid

Speaks with
an accent
different

from yours 
 

Speak|Easy
Free Space

Comes from
a rural area

Mystified by
social cues

Has changed
something

about
themselves to

fit in

Had a cell
phone in
middle
school

Previously
went by a
different

name

Their friends
are closer to
them than

family

Works more
than one job

Uses public
transportation

Holds an
advanced

degree

Rode a bus
to school

Identifies
strongly with

a political
party

Cooks their
own meals
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Speak|Easy

Uses public
transportation Drives a car

Has served
in the

military

Rode a bus to
school

Celebrates a
holiday you

don't
celebrate

Mystified by
social cues

Their friends
are closer to
them than

family

Comes from
a rural area

Recycles
religiously

Finds it
difficult to

focus at times

Cooks their
own meals

Works more
than one job

Speak|Easy
Free Space

Grew up in an
unconventional

home

Speaks with
an accent
different

from yours 
 

Previously
went by a
different

name

Identifies
strongly with

a political
party

Comes from
an urban

area

Concerned
with extreme

weather
changes

Played with
neighborhood
children as a

kid

Works hard
to love their

body

Has changed
something

about
themselves

to fit in

Has lived in
a different

country

Had a cell
phone in

middle school

Speaks more
than one
language

Speak|Easy

Previously
went by a
different

name

Holds an
advanced

degree

Has served in
the military

Has changed
something

about
themselves

to fit in

Played with
neighborhood
children as a

kid

Has lived in
a different

country

Speaks with
an accent
different

from yours 
 

Drives a car

Had a cell
phone in
middle
school

Their friends
are closer to
them than

family

Speaks more
than one
language

Uses public
transportation

Speak|Easy
Free Space

Concerned
with extreme

weather
changes

Cooks their
own meals

Comes from
an urban

area

Finds it
difficult to

focus at times

Grew up in an
unconventional

home

Mystified by
social cues

Works hard
to love their

body

Comes from
a rural area

Works more
than one job

Rode a bus to
school

Identifies
strongly with

a political
party

Celebrates a
holiday you

don't
celebrate
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Speak|Easy

Works hard
to love their

body

Uses public
transportation

Recycles
religiously

Holds an
advanced

degree

Mystified by
social cues

Has changed
something

about
themselves

to fit in

Grew up in an
unconventional

home

Identifies
strongly with

a political
party

Speaks more
than one
language

Rode a bus
to school

Cooks their
own meals

Finds it
difficult to

focus at times
Speak|Easy

Free Space

Has lived in
a different

country

Celebrates a
holiday you

don't
celebrate

Previously
went by a
different

name

Speaks with an
accent

different from
yours 

 

Drives a car
Has served

in the
military

Concerned
with extreme

weather
changes

Had a cell
phone in
middle
school

Comes from a
rural area

Comes from
an urban

area

Works more
than one job

Their friends
are closer to
them than

family

Speak|Easy

Recycles
religiously

Identifies
strongly with a
political party

Had a cell
phone in
middle
school

Finds it
difficult to

focus at
times

Has changed
something

about
themselves to

fit in

Played with
neighborhood
children as a

kid

Works hard to
love their body

Mystified by
social cues

Concerned
with extreme

weather
changes

Holds an
advanced

degree

Speaks more
than one
language

Rode a bus to
school

Speak|Easy
Free Space

Has served
in the

military

Cooks their
own meals

Comes from
a rural area

Grew up in an
unconventional

home

Works more
than one job

Celebrates a
holiday you

don't
celebrate

Previously
went by a
different

name

Comes from
an urban area

Their friends
are closer to
them than

family

Has lived in
a different

country

Speaks with
an accent
different

from yours 
 

Uses public
transportation
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Speak|Easy

Drives a car Rode a bus to
school

Celebrates a
holiday you

don't
celebrate

Has changed
something

about
themselves

to fit in

Identifies
strongly with

a political
party

Played with
neighborhood
children as a

kid

Comes from a
rural area

Has lived in
a different

country

Speaks with
an accent
different

from yours 
 

Holds an
advanced

degree

Works hard
to love their

body

Uses public
transportation

Speak|Easy
Free Space

Comes from
an urban

area

Has served
in the

military

Recycles
religiously

Previously
went by a

different name

Speaks more
than one
language

Works more
than one job

Cooks their
own meals

Finds it
difficult to

focus at times

Grew up in an
unconventional

home

Concerned
with extreme

weather
changes

Their friends
are closer to
them than

family

Mystified by
social cues

Speak|Easy

Works more
than one job

Comes from
a rural area

Their friends
are closer to
them than

family

Speaks more
than one
language

Holds an
advanced

degree

Speaks with
an accent
different

from yours 
 

Rode a bus
to school

Finds it
difficult to

focus at times

Concerned
with extreme

weather
changes

Recycles
religiously

Works hard
to love their

body

Mystified by
social cues

Speak|Easy
Free Space

Uses public
transportation

Has served in
the military

Identifies
strongly with

a political
party

Drives a car
Grew up in an
unconventional

home

Comes from
an urban area

Played with
neighborhood
children as a

kid

Has lived in
a different

country

Previously
went by a
different

name

Cooks their
own meals

Has changed
something

about
themselves to

fit in

Had a cell
phone in
middle
school


